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Apr 7 2011, 10:24 AM

QUOTE(WorkbenchManiac @ Apr 7 2011, 01:39 AM) *

@ TM2-Megatron: Thanks for the suggestion. But my heart did not grow three sizes this day,
so no d´aaaawwws from me. Definitely not bad, but of no appeal to me, since the entire
story was a setup to get to the d´aaaaawwwww-moments.
But at least the story is concise and makes no secret of exisiting solely to fascilitate THAT
scene. The prose is quite nice, and some typos and errors can be forgiven.

Overall, as a story on it´s own merits it is weak, but as short pandering titilations go, not
half bad.

Well, at least it didn't make you want to gouge your eyes out, lol; which is probably a plus.

And yeah, that's pretty much all it's supposed to be: a short, cute story; which is how I
personally find shipping works best. I find it hard not to enjoy simple little fanfics like that
because I can't resist the cuteness, which is one of the weaknesses that led me into this
show's fandom in the first place. Almost everything about the show is cute, and it's that rare
type that isn't obnoxious-cute.

If I ever find an epic 'Shakespurean" pony romance I'll be sure to let people know, though, lol.
I don't anticipate it, because anyone capable of writing such a thing probably has other stuff on
their plate, heh. In the meantime, I'll continue to enjoy those few cute, tasteful fics that pop
up.

Apr 7 2011, 11:19 AM

QUOTE(Fero McPigletron @ Apr 7 2011, 12:40 AM) *

I'm sure this is mentioned before but I was showing my nephew and niece eps of FiM and I
saw the Cutie Mark Crusaders together for the first time in the first episode. Applebloom,
Sweetie Bell and Scootaloo where huddled together under a curtain in at the 20 min 37
second mark. Neat!

That was mostly my fault.... When I setup that scene I didn't know they hadn't met yet in the
story line, so it was technically supposed to be 3 random kid ponies. I do like the way things
turned out though.

As for technology (I don't know if it's powered by electricity or magic) showing up in the
show... Ponyville is a small country village so it's not surprising that technology would be less
common there. More industrial things like weather factories and such being in bigger cities
makes sense.

Apr 7 2011, 11:47 AM

QUOTE(Volenti)

pegasi harnessing lightning.

This actually makes sense.

Apr 7 2011, 11:48 AM

I like that idea.

Ponies wouldn't go in for excessive industrialisation since it is so harmful. I guess since the
weather factory is making weather, that doesn't count.

Apr 7 2011, 11:53 AM

Yeah, the technology has somehow become necessary to make nature work. There's certainly
not a sense of a conflict between the two.

Apr 7 2011, 12:01 PM

QUOTE(Volenti)

pegasi harnessing lightning.

When this pegasus goes over eighty-eight miles per hour, you're going to see some SERIOUS
friendship.

Apr 7 2011, 12:17 PM

You know, as Transformer fans, we were always admonished for calling Hasbro 'lazy'. After all,
they work really hard and we can't know what happens behind the scenes...

...but no, I guess they really are exceptionally lazy. A palette swap Hasbro? really? I mean, it's
not like they have anyone making lots of unique animation models for them.

Also: PONY PULLS THE WAGON!!!! It seems they have not bought into Lauren Faust's ethos of
'don't dumb down stuff for girls'. Christ.

Apr 7 2011, 12:32 PM

At first glance I thought it said "PONY PULLS THE BACON!" which would've been much more
interesting (if not slightly random).

Since each background pony on the show has to be approved by Hasbro, why can't they just
use those as the basis for the toys instead of making up random colour schemes and slapping
them on the main cast?

Apr 7 2011, 12:37 PM

Really, I've seen better recolours of the main cast from little kids with a 5 year-old version of
Photoshop.

Indeed, since they have to approve all the background ponies (and many of the background
ponies have very nice colour schemes, Lyra and Rose in particular), it doesn't make sense for
them to be churning out these horrendous recolours.

EDIT: Of course, why anyone should trust Hasbro to approve the colour schemes of Ponies in
the show is a mystery to me; I'd much rather leave it in the hands of Lauren Faust and
everyone else on the show, who are clearly much more talented than whatever people Hasbro
have working in their "creative" (and I use the term lightly) departments.

I wish I were super-rich so I could just buy Hasbro and force them to make something good.
icon-waspy.gif

Apr 7 2011, 12:48 PM

Really, the only thing these are good for customizing them into ponies with good color
schemes.

Apr 7 2011, 12:48 PM

Well, 'Boose got me watchin' this show... I'll just leave these here in case they haven't been
posted icon-waspy.gif

Apr 7 2011, 12:51 PM

I'm visualizing some underpaid, sleep-deprived toy designer yelling "MORE GRADIENTS! THE
MARKET ANALYSIS SAYS WE NEED MORE GRADIENTS!"

Apr 7 2011, 12:59 PM

"Ugh, get the high school intern to churn out this toy packaging on lunchbreak"

Apr 7 2011, 01:13 PM

QUOTE(TM2-Megatron @ Apr 7 2011, 01:37 PM) *

EDIT: Of course, why anyone should trust Hasbro to approve the colour schemes of Ponies in
the show is a mystery to me;

Well..they do own them..

Look, think of them as Earth-2/Mirror Universe Ponies and get to fanficing.

****

Here's a thing....I don't know how long it takes to get toy production cycles in gear...but lets
be realistic...that this show was such a bonzo success was likely a surprise to Hasbro. They
launched a lot of stuff with the Hub..who'd think the Ponies would be the one that'd catch on.
Maybe it just takes time to gear up for the good stuff.

Apr 7 2011, 01:14 PM

The colors on the Blossomforth toy are pretty good. The other two.... blegh. The design and
color crew (and probably Lauren) pick out colors for the characters in the show, I think Hasbro
just looks over them afterwards so they can veto anything they don't like (note:I'm just a
lowly artist and I don't know most of what goes on behind the scenes).

I have absolutely no clue what goes on with the toy side of things, that's all Hasbro.

Apr 7 2011, 01:20 PM

I suppose the Blossomsforth is definitely the least of all the evils among those ponies...
however it's still rather offensive for being a recolour of Rainbow, even if it doesn't clash as
much as the others.

QUOTE(Scavgraphics @ Apr 7 2011, 02:13 PM) *

QUOTE(TM2-Megatron @ Apr 7 2011, 01:37 PM) *

EDIT: Of course, why anyone should trust Hasbro to approve the colour schemes of Ponies
in the show is a mystery to me;

Well..they do own them..

Sadly. Just owning them is no reason to trust they'll do a good job, though. It just entitles
them to make the call, whether they should really be doing it or not, lol. Clearly they don't
really care about doing a good job; someone probably came up with those recolours in a span
of 20 minutes or less.

The TV show being as incredible as it is was probably just an accident on Hasbro's part, due in
no part whatsoever to Hasbro but instead all of the talented people they hired to make it for
them. Let's hope that, one day, they make the same mistake with the toy line and actually hire
someone with talent (or at least common sense).

Apr 7 2011, 03:45 PM

As for my 2 cents on the whole fanfic, this is the 1st series to make me bend my writing
talents to fanfic. But I strictly keep it to "What would be a cool episode idea?" and keep things
as canon as possible. Usually my goal is to get the reaction of "That sounded like an actual
episode!".

Apr 7 2011, 04:14 PM

17 eps in now. A surprisingly good show, and not necessarily just for little girls. Once my boys
are off their electronics banishment they've indicated interest in seeing it, from just hearing
it...

I'll likely keep up with it. might even grab a toy or two to be harassed by all the bots and other
stuff.

Apr 7 2011, 04:33 PM

I need to watch more. I only just got around to watching "Boast Buster" and "Dragonshy" a
couple of weeks ago.

But I guess I've seen enough moe anime that this show doesn't have me hopelessly enthralled
by its cuteness. So I suppose I'd rather drag it out a bit, and spread its feel-good charms
around a bit, rather than burn it all up at once.

Apr 7 2011, 05:27 PM

Are people who are fans of both pro wrestling and MLP "ja-bronies"?

---Dave

Apr 7 2011, 06:00 PM

QUOTE(Pennpenn @ Apr 7 2011, 06:13 AM) *

At least it's not Firefly... yet!

Firefly, you say!?

QUOTE(Blueshift @ Apr 7 2011, 12:17 PM) *

http://i71.photobucket.com/albums/i127/blu...96620-20toy.jpg
http://i71.photobucket.com/albums/i127/blu...96720-20toy.jpg
http://i71.photobucket.com/albums/i127/blu...96820-20toy.jpg

Those ponies aren't just pallet swaps, they're a complete mishmash. They have Twilight on a
Rarity base, Fluttershy on a Pinkie base, and Dash on a Fluttershy base.
And that duck looks ashamed.

The secret to pony electronics is tiny lightning clouds hidden inside.

And a certain absent princess.

We speculated what 'the greatest night ever' may be, but it could also be the moment the CMC
finally get their cutie marks.
Though I'd actually like Lauren's original idea to become a modified spin-off with all three fillies
and occasional appearances by the mane herd.

Sing-along time with the Cutie Markless fillies!

Apr 7 2011, 06:21 PM

QUOTE(PhantomFox @ Apr 7 2011, 01:45 PM) *

As for my 2 cents on the whole fanfic, this is the 1st series to make me bend my writing
talents to fanfic. But I strictly keep it to "What would be a cool episode idea?" and keep
things as canon as possible. Usually my goal is to get the reaction of "That sounded like an
actual episode!".

FiM is the first and only series for me in that way too. It's the only series that I've read a few
fanfics for. It's also the first series to ever make me want to write my own very first fanfic,
which is something no other animated series has ever made me want to do. I have my very
first one in the works.....but it's definitely a work in progress. I had shelved the fic for a while,
due to writers block.

FiM is also the very first series that's made me want to try my hand hoof at artwork which is
something I've never tried before. I'm currently working on a Fluttershy pic in my old Flash 8
software. It's almost finished and coming out a lot better than I thought it was going to.

CONFOUND THESE PONIES! icon-fire.gif
THEY INSPIRE ME TO CREATE! icon-hotrod.gif

Apr 7 2011, 06:34 PM

QUOTE(Masked Toaster @ Apr 7 2011, 06:00 PM) *

QUOTE(Pennpenn @ Apr 7 2011, 06:13 AM) *

At least it's not Firefly... yet!

Firefly, you say!?

QUOTE(Blueshift @ Apr 7 2011, 12:17 PM) *

http://i71.photobucket.com/albums/i127/blu...96620-20toy.jpg
http://i71.photobucket.com/albums/i127/blu...96720-20toy.jpg
http://i71.photobucket.com/albums/i127/blu...96820-20toy.jpg

Those ponies aren't just pallet swaps, they're a complete mishmash. They have Twilight on a
Rarity base, Fluttershy on a Pinkie base, and Dash on a Fluttershy base.
And that duck looks ashamed.

That's funny I was just thinking of drawing Firefly as one of the new pony things. Someone
beat me too it! (Not a surprise.)

Also...new face here. :>

Apr 7 2011, 06:39 PM

I actually read some fan fiction years ago, possibly some of Digimon around the end of 01.
When Tamers was half-nearly over, I started writing my first fanfic, which was a grimdark, but
never finished more than a chapter.
Other than Dr Who, I didn't read any other fiction since, nor have I written any till last month.

Now, I'm working on four fics when I get time. I'll be the first to introduce Folder and Scaly to
the ponyverse.
Drawings are slightly related to them, though now, a set of drawings inspired a fiction, and in a
tag Seth hasn't used yet.

Apr 7 2011, 06:52 PM

QUOTE(Guardian Prime @ Apr 7 2011, 04:21 PM) *

FiM is also the very first series that's made me want to try my hand hoof at artwork which is
something I've never tried before. I'm currently working on a Fluttershy pic in my old Flash 8
software. It's almost finished and coming out a lot better than I thought it was going to.

CONFOUND THESE PONIES! icon-fire.gif
THEY INSPIRE ME TO CREATE! icon-hotrod.gif

Hey now, Flash 8 isn't THAT old... it's what's used to make the show after all. I have CS3 at
home and it really isn't a significant improvement.

Apr 7 2011, 07:00 PM

QUOTE(Nighte @ Apr 7 2011, 04:34 PM) *

That's funny I was just thinking of drawing Firefly as one of the new pony things. Someone
beat me too it! (Not a surprise.)

Also...new face here. :>

In case anyone didn't know, Firefly was originally going to be one of the main characters. She
became Rainbow Dash when there were issues getting the old name. I'm pretty sure the above
image is one of Lauren Faust's early concept designs for the show.

And welcome to the herd.

Apr 7 2011, 07:14 PM

QUOTE(Nayuki @ Apr 7 2011, 07:00 PM) *

QUOTE(Nighte @ Apr 7 2011, 04:34 PM) *

That's funny I was just thinking of drawing Firefly as one of the new pony things. Someone
beat me too it! (Not a surprise.)

Also...new face here. :>

In case anyone didn't know, Firefly was originally going to be one of the main characters.
She became Rainbow Dash when there were issues getting the old name. I'm pretty sure the
above image is one of Lauren Faust's early concept designs for the show.

And welcome to the herd.

I did..not actually know that.

It's kinda hard to tell what's an edit,recreation, or creators remake with how the designs of
these ponies are. ^^;

I've only recently looked into this show myself. I was into the old school ponys because...I'm
old. icon-waspy.gif

Apr 7 2011, 07:24 PM

QUOTE(Nayuki @ Apr 7 2011, 04:52 PM) *

Hey now, Flash 8 isn't THAT old... it's what's used to make the show after all. I have CS3 at
home and it really isn't a significant improvement.

LOL....Sorry about that. icon-fire.gif I think Flash 8 has been around for about 6 years now. As
fast as technology grows these days, that might be considered old. icon-fire.gif
I had considered going for CS3 at one point. But what I've read about it, and you've pretty
much confirmed, it really isn't a significant improvement. So I'm sticking with Flash 8.
icon-hotrod.gif

I was wondering something that you might be able to answer. Do the animators and maybe
even yourself use specially designed software along with Flash 8 to make FiM? The animation is
so fluently smooth in FiM that it makes my pathetic attempts look like stop motion. I probably
just need more practice with the animation part of Flash 8.

Apr 7 2011, 07:28 PM

Macromedia Flash 8 was actually what I started with, eventually upgrading to CS5.
It's not really a choice, just that's what school's done: upgrade as soon as a new version
drops.

I think it was CS3 that I tried my first animation, though. Granted, I've done simple animated
things, but that was the first I built a character and tried animating a walk cycle.

QUOTE(Guardian Prime @ Apr 7 2011, 07:24 PM) *

QUOTE(Nayuki @ Apr 7 2011, 04:52 PM) *

Hey now, Flash 8 isn't THAT old... it's what's used to make the show after all. I have CS3
at home and it really isn't a significant improvement.

LOL....Sorry about that. icon-fire.gif I think Flash 8 has been around for about 6 years now.
As fast as technology grows these days, that might be considered old. icon-fire.gif
I had considered going for CS3 at one point. But what I've read about it, and you've pretty
much confirmed, it really isn't a significant improvement. So I'm sticking with Flash 8.
icon-hotrod.gif

I was wondering something that you might be able to answer. Do the animators and maybe
even yourself use specially designed software along with Flash 8 to make FiM? The animation
is so fluently smooth in FiM that it makes my pathetic attempts look like stop motion. I
probably just need more practice with the animation part of Flash 8.

That's actually something I've been meaning to ask, too, whether it was all Flash, Toon Boom
or something. I can't remember the other one. I know there's a variation that's like Toon Boom
but isn't, and while Anime Studio is similar, that's not it.

Apr 7 2011, 07:31 PM

i have CS5 and i was taught how to use it in school

Apr 7 2011, 07:42 PM

I've mainly used it for drawings lately. It's like a more pen-friendly version of Illustrator.
I've used it for small, simple animations, like a pipe I edited in photoshop bulging and
eventually burping a cloud, or a door opening and paper flying out.
Think that was for some web design.

Apr 7 2011, 07:45 PM

You kids are so lucky to have technology like that to learn about in school. Such things didn't
really exist before I graduated from High School in 1996. If it had, I would've been all over
that stuff. *sigh*

Apr 7 2011, 07:46 PM

Oh Flash 8 is technically old, it just isn't outdated. It provides everything we need to make
cartoons for television. Upgrading hasn't really been necessary since most features added in
newer versions are web focused.

All the animation is done in Flash, we do some post-production touch-ups with Adobe After
Effects (I don't know much about what goes on with that, but it's really helpful when we want
to soften some fx or pull off some crazy stuff like Ursa Minor).

We have special plugins for Flash 8 (some of which we purchased licenses for, others were
created in house), they mostly just help streamline the work, all the animation can be done
without them.

Speaking of animating... I haven't done any in a while. I think I'll take a stab at it again when I
have some free time this month.

Apr 7 2011, 07:57 PM

Lucky. I used to have free time. Now, I'm trying to cram drawing and writing into lunch.
Then I try and weasel whatever comes out that I like into Photochopper or Illustrator on the
weekends.

Apr 7 2011, 08:04 PM

Watching Show Stoppers (I missed it first time) I realized that I REALLY dont like the cutie
mark crusaders.

Apple Bloom and Sweetie Belle are totally cool by themselves, but when mare-damned
SCOOTALOO joins the group they get really lame to me. Maybe I just don't like Scootaloo or
whatever (Scootaloo's design is pretty odd too, that colourscheme reminds me of a troll doll)

Apr 7 2011, 08:16 PM

QUOTE(Masked Toaster @ Apr 7 2011, 05:57 PM) *

Lucky. I used to have free time. Now, I'm trying to cram drawing and writing into lunch.
Then I try and weasel whatever comes out that I like into Photochopper or Illustrator on the
weekends.

Um.... by free time I mean short-term unemployment/vacation while waiting for my work on
season 2 to start. I'm going to miss my paychecks over the next month. I've been working on
Pound Puppies the last little while to help fill the time, but my work on that wraps up this
week.

I don't like having too much free time, when I'm not busy with work I tend to get lazy and
waste a lot of time on video games instead of doing art like I should be.

Apr 7 2011, 08:19 PM

how is the new Pound Puppies?
NC said the old one was a mess

Apr 7 2011, 08:31 PM

QUOTE(Nayuki @ Apr 7 2011, 08:16 PM) *

QUOTE(Masked Toaster @ Apr 7 2011, 05:57 PM) *

Lucky. I used to have free time. Now, I'm trying to cram drawing and writing into lunch.
Then I try and weasel whatever comes out that I like into Photochopper or Illustrator on
the weekends.

Um.... by free time I mean short-term unemployment/vacation while waiting for my work on
season 2 to start. I'm going to miss my paychecks over the next month. I've been working
on Pound Puppies the last little while to help fill the time, but my work on that wraps up this
week.

I don't like having too much free time, when I'm not busy with work I tend to get lazy and
waste a lot of time on video games instead of doing art like I should be.

Still beats being out and about about 80% of the week, unable to do what you really want to.
And you get paid to do what I want to do, aside from the 'watch ponies' part.

Apr 7 2011, 08:31 PM

I for one am so very glad we got Dash instead of Firefly.

Apr 7 2011, 08:44 PM

I'm also glad we got Dash. It's hard to imagine the show without her.

I'm also still on the CS3 versions of Adobe's software, myself. I'm considering upgrading to
CS5, though. I'm a bit too cheap to pay $1200 each time a new version of the Master
Collection pops up, but every second version sounds about right for me. Flash 8 might be old,
but since we have the evidence right before our eyes that it can produce stellar-quality,
adorable animation, I don't think it really matters how old it is in the face of actual results. In
the right hands, it can work wonders.

I do have one question regarding the show that only someone that works on it could answer.
Vinyl Scratch's actual colouring... I've heard she was really supposed to be a kind of very pale
yellow or off-white. Is that true? The lighting in the one scene she's appeared in made her look
more like Rarity or Sweetie Belle's colouring.

Apr 7 2011, 08:53 PM

QUOTE(TM2-Megatron @ Apr 7 2011, 06:44 PM) *

I do have one question regarding the show that only someone that works on it could answer.
Vinyl Scratch's actual colouring... I've heard she was really supposed to be a kind of very
pale yellow or off-white. Is that true? The lighting in the one scene she's appeared in made
her look more like Rarity or Sweetie Belle's colouring.

Short answer: Yes
Long answer: Yes, she's off-white
Awesome answer: #FEFDE7

Apr 7 2011, 08:59 PM

Awesome, thanks! A very, very pale yellow indeed.

I hope we see her again some day, though she was probably just a one-shot pony... her design
is too cool not to use again.

Apr 7 2011, 08:59 PM

QUOTE(Nayuki @ Apr 7 2011, 09:53 PM) *

Awesome answer: #FEFDE7

That is the best answer to any question ever.

Apr 7 2011, 09:10 PM

QUOTE(TM2-Megatron @ Apr 7 2011, 08:44 PM) *

I'm also glad we got Dash. It's hard to imagine the show without her.

Um, the show would be pretty much the same since Rainbow Dash is meant to be Firefly with a
different name and colouration (and presumably fast movement effect)...

Apr 7 2011, 09:15 PM

I doubt it. She might've still been a cool character of some kind, at least if you hadn't watched
the original and carried the baggage from her being based on Firefly, but it wouldn't have been
*quite* the same.

I also really like Rainbow's coloring. Firefly, from what Google Image shows me... meh.

Apr 7 2011, 09:20 PM

We also would have lost 'Sonic Rainboom' and "They don't call me 'Rainbow' and 'Dash' for
nothing!"
And there would never have been a 'Rainbow Crash'. 'Fire-Fall' maybe.

Apr 7 2011, 09:58 PM

I'm guessing it's because I'm older and have that nostalia thing going.

Firefly was a fun character. She was in the first (or one of the first) My Little Pony cartoon
things too..."Firefly's Adventure."

She did those crazy sky stunts too. icon-waspy.gif

"Firefly: I'm going for the double inside out loop!
Medley: But it's dangerous, Firefly!
Firefly: Danger is my life, Medley!"

Apr 7 2011, 11:29 PM

QUOTE(Nayuki @ Apr 7 2011, 06:16 PM) *

Um.... by free time I mean short-term unemployment/vacation while waiting for my work on
season 2 to start. I'm going to miss my paychecks over the next month. I've been working
on Pound Puppies the last little while to help fill the time, but my work on that wraps up this
week.

I don't like having too much free time, when I'm not busy with work I tend to get lazy and
waste a lot of time on video games instead of doing art like I should be.

Huh.......Do animators get more work than layout artists? Or is it the other way around?
Sounds like it can be kinda rough not having any paychecks for a month or so at a time. Maybe
it depends on how many projects there are available to animators and layout artists at any
given moment.

I'm curious......What kind of training and/or college education do you need to be an animator
or layout artist?
What did you have to do to get where you are today?

Apr 8 2011, 01:41 AM

QUOTE(mariomarc @ Apr 7 2011, 08:19 PM) *

how is the new Pound Puppies?
NC said the old one was a mess

"Secret butt fun!"

Apr 8 2011, 02:07 AM

QUOTE(Guardian Prime @ Apr 7 2011, 09:29 PM) *

Huh.......Do animators get more work than layout artists? Or is it the other way around?
Sounds like it can be kinda rough not having any paychecks for a month or so at a time.
Maybe it depends on how many projects there are available to animators and layout artists
at any given moment.

I'm curious......What kind of training and/or college education do you need to be an animator
or layout artist?
What did you have to do to get where you are today?

I don't know who ends up with more work overall, but it's probably the animators. Workload
also tends to vary quite a bit, some episodes are harder than others.

I studied animation in college, so I'm trained to do Flash and traditional hand drawn animation.
The schooling isn't technically necessary since you're hired based on your portfolio, but it helps
immensely (there are some extremely talented people who are self-taught, but that's very
rare).
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